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Two-tone frequency-modulation spectroscopy
for quantitative measurements of gaseous
species: theoretical, numerical, and experimental
investigation of line shapes

V. G. Avetisov and P. Kauranen

The capability of retrieving spectral information from line shapes recorded by two-tone frequency-
modulation spectroscopy ~TTFMS! is investigated. A TTFMS theory accounting for dispersion and
nonlinear distortion of diode laser frequency modulation response is presented. The adequacy of the
theory for a detailed modeling of line shapes recorded with high resolution is examined. An extensive
error analysis of line parameters ~i.e., width, intensity, and line center! retrieved by a nonlinear least-
squares fitting procedure is made. Plots of residual errors with characteristic signatures that are due
to incorrectly assigned modulation parameters and choice of line profile are presented. In least-squares
fits to experimental oxygen data with a Voigt profile influence from collisional ~Dicke! narrowing is clearly
exhibited, and when we used a collisionally narrowed line profile deviations of the model were reduced
to less than 0.2%. We demonstrate that accurate quantitative measurements by TTFMS over a wide
range of concentrations, temperatures, and pressures are possible. © 1996 Optical Society of America

Key words: Frequency-modulation spectroscopy, high-resolution spectroscopy, absorption spectros-
copy.
1. Introduction

Two-tone frequency-modulation spectroscopy
~TTFMS! has gained large interest in gas species
measurements for which high sensitivity is re-
quired.1–8 Applying TTFMS for quantitative mea-
surements over a wide range of concentrations,
temperatures, or pressures requires information
about the line parameters and an adequate theory of
the heterodyne detected signal. The line parameter
data can be found with varying accuracy in the liter-
ature and in databases.9 However, in the near IR,
where cheap and reliable diode lasers can be em-
ployed, tabulated data are insufficient and it is likely
that the line parameters of the transition of interest
must be measured separately. A TTFMS theory in
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turn has been derived,10–12 however in high-resolu-
tion measurements of line parameters or quantita-
tivemeasurements of gas species the available theory
might have limited validity. In this study we exam-
ine the TTFMS theory and investigate the capability
of TTFMS for quantitative measurements by analyz-
ing the accuracy with which line parameters can be
retrieved by a least-squares fitting procedure. In
this connection the high sensitivity of TTFMS may
also be useful exclusively for line parameter mea-
surements in situations for which sufficient sensitiv-
ity is not achievable for direct detection.
High-resolution measurements of multiple line pa-

rameters in molecular band structures are routinely
performed by least-squares fits to directly detected
spectra.13–15 Also, quantitative measurements of
gas species by least-squares fits to observed data
have become common practice.16–19 When the in-
strumental distortion or noise level is of the order of
a few percent of the signal amplitude, the computa-
tionally simple Voigt profile adequately describes a
recorded line shape. Today experimental methods
allow recording of line shapes with instrumental dis-
tortions almost as small as 1023, and collisional
~Dicke! narrowing20 of spectral lines is readily observ-
able.21–24 If collisional narrowing is significant, a
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more elaborate line profile provides a better fit to
data and extracts line parameters with higher accu-
racy.
The requirement for high sensitivity in gas species

detection brought about the development of spectro-
scopic methods that make use of modulation
schemes, among which the most widely adopted em-
ploy frequency modulation ~FM!. Depending on the
number of applied modulation tones, the choice of
modulation frequency relative to the widths of the
studied absorption features, and the detection fre-
quency, the FM techniques are commonly referred to
as wavelengthmodulation spectroscopy ~WMS!,25 fre-
quency-modulation spectroscopy ~FMS!,26 and
TTFMS.27,28 The fundamental feature is phase-sen-
sitive heterodyne detection of an absorption induced
beat in the laser intensity at a frequency related to
the applied modulation frequency~ies!. By this
movement of the detection band to higher frequencies
one can reduce the influence from low-frequency ~1yf !
noise. The FM techniques are frequently used with
diode lasers, which one can easily modulate by su-
perimposing a sine-wave signal directly onto the
drive current. WMS normally uses modulation fre-
quencies of a few hundred kilohertz and a large mod-
ulation index, whereas FMS and TTFMS employ a
moderate modulation index and modulation frequen-
cies that are comparable with or larger than the
width of the absorbing feature. The ultimate sensi-
tivity achievable with the different FM schemes has
been investigated in several studies.11,29–32 Al-
though shot-noise-limited detection at 1027–1028

fractional absorption is possible with FMS33,34 and
TTFMS,35,36 in practice the sensitivity is limited to
approximately 1026 by optical interference effects.
Nevertheless, this detection limit should allow line
shapes from absorptions as small as 1023 to be mod-
eled with systematic discrepancies at a level limited
by the instrumental distortion only.
The theoretical approach commonly adopted for

WMS is limited to low modulation frequencies,
whereas the theoretical approach for FMS and
TTFMS that we use in this study is valid for arbitrary
modulation frequencies.37 By WMS with second-
harmonic ~2f ! detection the line parameters can be
measured from the dependence of the signal ampli-
tude with the modulation amplitude.38–40 With this
method the line shape can be measured at the line
center frequency only, which makes it difficult to
evaluate the adequacy of the applied theory and line
profile, and hence the accuracy of the retrieved line
parameters. Quantitative measurements of gasdy-
namic parameters by WMS have been demonstrat-
ed41 by using a linear least-squares fitting procedure
with which literature values of the line parameters
were adopted. High-resolution measurement of line
parameters by FMS has been demonstrated by non-
linear least-squares fitting weak absorptions.42
Also a high-resolution measurement of line parame-
ters with TTFMS has been demonstrated.43 In Ref.
43 a recorded air-broadened oxygen line shape was
least-squares fitted with systematic discrepancies be-
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low 1% by using a Voigt profile, however adjusting
the modulation and the line parameters simulta-
neously in the fit exposed strong correlations. In
particular, the FM index parameter correlated with
the broadening and line intensity parameters.
Although quantitative measurements of a gas spe-

cies in a highly varying environment require that
line-shape changes be considered, only a few imple-
mentations with FM techniques have been presented
in which measured data are modeled. Accurate
modeling requires an adequate theory of the modu-
lated laser light and its interaction with the gas spe-
cies, which also includes the choice of an appropriate
line profile. In a nonlinear least-squares fit of the
heterodyne detected line shape some of the modula-
tion parameters correlate with the line profile param-
eters, i.e., an error in the assignment of the
modulation parameters propagates into the retrieval
of the line parameters. As a result the set of param-
eters that provides the best fit to data is not unique.
Owing to the correlations between the increased
number of variables the retrieval accuracy of the FM
techniques is expected to vary with the modulation
condition and to be somewhat lower than with direct
detection. Yet, a comparative study of the ultimate
retrieval accuracy obtainable with the different FM
techniques in high-resolution measurements has to
be done.
The aim of this study is to extend the applicability

of TTFMS in the direction of performing reliable
quantitative measurements. In Section 2 we intro-
duce a TTFMS theory that extends the research of
Cooper and Warren.11,12 In our representation we
derive expressions that account for dispersion, and
we specify ranges of the modulation parameters for
which different complexity levels of the theory can be
applied. Also nonlinear distortion of the diode laser
modulation response is introduced in the theory and
evaluated. In Section 3 we describe the nonlinear
least-squares fitting procedure and the different line
profile functions that were used to model the TTFMS
line shapes. In Section 4 we analyze numerically
the correlations among the modulation and line pro-
file parameters in a least-squares fit over a wide
range of parameter values. To provide support for
evaluating the results from a modeling of experimen-
tal data we present different plots of residuals ~ob-
served minus calculated! with characteristic
signatures induced by incorrectly assigned modula-
tion parameters. Investigation of the FM index-in-
duced errors is supplemented by a statistical
approach, with which retrieval uncertainties from
synthetic spectra with random noise can be esti-
mated. In Section 5 we evaluate the effect of disper-
sion numerically and demonstrate it experimentally.
In Section 6 we demonstrate numerically the system-
atic difference in TTFMS between collisionally
~Dicke! narrowed line shapes and the Voigt profile by
the residual obtained from a least-squares fit. In
Section 7 we test the analysis experimentally by
least-squares fits to oxygen data.
An extensive experimental investigation of high-



resolution measurements of line parameters by
TTFMS together with a comparison to direct detec-
tion will be presented in a separate paper,44 in which
we also discuss the essential experimental consider-
ations for achieving high modeling accuracy.

2. Two-Tone Frequency-Modulation Spectroscopy
Theory

A. General Approach

A diode laser can be two-tone frequencymodulated by
imposing two closely spaced radio frequency signals
n1 [ nm 1 1⁄2 V and n2 [ nm 2 1⁄2 V directly to the
diode laser drive current. The amplitude- and
phase-modulated electric field produced can be writ-
ten as

E1~t! 5E0@11M sin~2pn1t1 C!#@11M sin~2pn2t1 C!#

3 exp$i2pnct1 ib@sin~2pn1t! 1 sin~2pn2t!#%, (1)

where E0 is the amplitude of the laser field, nc is the
laser carrier frequency, b is the FM index, M is the
amplitudemodulation ~AM! index, andC is the phase
difference between AM and FM. Generally, the gen-
erator frequencies nm and 1⁄2 V are chosen such that
nm is comparable with or larger than the absorption
halfwidth to obtain optimum sensitivity, and the in-
termediate frequency V 5 n1 2 n2 that is detected is
small in comparison with the modulation frequencies
but large enough to avoid low-frequency ~1yf ! noise,
i.e., typically 5–20 MHz for diode lasers. Since the
modulation frequencies are closely spaced, it is as-
sumed that they both induce the same b,M, and C in
the electric field.
Expanding the phase modulation components in

Eq. ~1! in terms of Bessel functions Jn~b! and the AM
components into complex exponentials yields

E1~t! 5E0 exp~i2pnct! (
n,m52`

1`

rnrm exp@i2p~nn1 1mn2!t#,

(2)

where

rn~b,M, C! ; Jn~b! 1
M
2i

@Jn21~b!exp~iC!

2 Jn11~b!exp~2iC!#. (3)

Figure 1 shows schematically the spectral distri-
bution of the two-tone frequency-modulated laser
field for b 5 1.0, M 5 0, and with the intermediate
frequency V greatly exaggerated for illustration.
The central component ~n 5 m 5 0! is the laser
carrier and the sidebands are at frequencies nc 1 nn1
1 mn2, where n,m 5 0, 61, 62, . . . . The sidebands
appear in groups symmetrically ~in pairs! around the
laser carrier frequency, which we refer to as sideband
groups. Note that a sideband group contains inter-
modulation products of different orders, e.g., the first-
order sideband group contains a third-order
intermodulation product ~2n1 2 n2!.
An electric field interacts with a sample according
to

E~t! 5 E0 exp@i2pnt 2 1⁄2 a~n! 2 if~n!#, (4)

where a~n! is the dimensionless intensity absorbance
at frequency n, and f~n! is the optical phase shift.
Passing the frequency-modulated beam through a
sample, each frequency component nc 1 nn1 1 mn2
~Fig. 1! experiences different attenuations and phase
shifts. Thus, the electric field after interaction with
the sample is

E2~t! 5 E0 exp~i2pnct! (
n,m52`

1`

rnrm exp@i2p~nn1

1 mn2!t#exp~21⁄2 an,m 2 ifn,m!, (5)

where an,m [ a~nc 1 nn1 1 mn2! and fn,m [ f~nc 1
nn1 1 mn2!. The intensity detected by a photodetec-
tor is I~t! 5 cε0EE*y2 or

I~t! 5
cε0
2
E0

2 (
n,m,
n9,m9

rnrmrn9
* rm9

* exp$i2p@~n 2 n9!n1

1 ~m 2 m9!n2#t% 3 exp@21⁄2 ~an,m 1 an9,m9!

2 i~fn,m 2 fn9,m9!#. (6)

The time-varying intensity components, arising
from the heterodyning of adjacent frequency side-
bands at 6V, are obtained for n 2 n9 5 61 and m 2
m9 5 71. Summing the beat signals at V of Eq. ~6!
produces

IV~t! 5
cε0
2
E0

2 exp~22piVt! (
n,m

rnrmrn11
* rm21

*

3 exp@21⁄2 ~an,m 1 an11,m21!

2 i~fn,m 2 fn11,m21!# 1 c.c. (7)

The simplifying assumption generally made in the
representation of TTFMS that the intermediate fre-
quency V is small in relation to the spectral varia-
tions in a and f, i.e., sidebands spaced at V
experience the same absorption and dispersion,
yields the approximation n1 ' n2 ' nm.10–12,27,28,30
When we apply this approximation in Eq. ~7! the
dispersion components vanish. In our analysis we
retain the dispersion in order to obtain a more gen-
eral signal representation that can be used to evalu-

Fig. 1. Spectral distribution of the laser field, two-tone frequency
modulated at n1 and n2, with b 5 1.0 and M 5 0.
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ate the effect of dispersion for various experimental
configurations. We anticipate that the absorbances
measured by TTFMS are not more than a few percent
and that V in some sense is still small in comparison
with the spectral variations in f, which implies that
ufn,m 2 fn11,m21u ,, 1. Thus the approximation

exp@2 1⁄2 ~an,m 1 an11,m21! 2 i~fn,m 2 fn11,m21!#

5 exp@2 1⁄2 ~an,m 1 an11,m21!#@1 2 i~fn,m 2 fn11,m21!

2 1⁄2 ~fn,m 2 fn11,m21!
2 1 . . .#

> exp@2 1⁄2 ~an,m 1 an11,m21!# 2 i~fn,m 2 fn11,m21! (8)

can be applied in Eq. ~7!, which separates the absorp-
tion and dispersion components, yielding

IV~t! 5 ~IV
a 1 IV

f!cos~2pVt! 1 ~IV
f 1 IV

a!sin~2pVt!,

(9)

where

IV
a ; cε0E0

2 (
n,m

Re~rnrmrn11
* rm21

* !

3 exp@21⁄2~an,m 1 an11,m21!# , (10a)

IV
f ; cε0E0

2 (
n,m

Re~rnrmrn11
* rm21

* !~fn11,m21 2 fn,m!,

(10b)
IV

a ; cε0E0
2 (
n,m

Im~rnrmrn11
* rm21

* !

3 exp@21⁄2~an,m 1 an11,m21!# , (10c)

IV
f ; cε0E0

2 (
n,m

Im~rnrmrn11
* rm21

* !~fn,m 2 fn11,m21!.

(10d)

The correctness of the approximation in Eq. ~8! can
be determinedmainly by the second-order term in the
Taylor expansion. By using a Voigt profile to calcu-
late different line shapes we verified numerically that

ufn,m 2 fn11,m21u # uf0,0 2 f1,21u > 1⁄2 a~n0!
V

D

SV

D
, 0.2D ,

where a~n0! is the absorbance at the line center posi-
tion n0, and D is the halfwidth at half-maximum
~HWHM! of the absorbing feature. Then, for the
approximation in Eq. ~8! @and thus Eq. ~9!# to be valid
with a 1023 relative error the following requirement
can be specified:

a~n0!
V

D
, 4 3 1023, (11)

which is generally fulfilled for the absorbances that
are measured with TTFMS.
The light intensity described by Eq. ~9! consists of

two time-varying components, both of which are pro-
portional to absorption and dispersion. The most
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important part is the quadrature component
;cos~2pVt!, which is proportional to the absorption
through IV

a. In general, in the phase-sensitive de-
tection of the time-varying intensity the detection
phase can be adjusted to give an optimum signal
amplitude. However, as we show in the following,
this involves a part of the dispersion component IV

f

that falls within the detection angle. The absorp-
tion IV

a and dispersion IV
f components that origi-

nate from the imaginary part of rnrmrn11
* rm21

* are
negligible in most situations and vanish for C 5
6py2 or M 5 0.
The spectral line shapes of the absorption IV

a and
dispersion IV

f components are symmetrical with re-
spect to the line center, whereas the absorption IV

a

and dispersion IV
f are asymmetrical. By calculat-

ing various line shapes using Eqs. ~10a!–~10d!, we
estimated the relative peak-to-peak ~pp! values of
IV

a, IV
f, IV

a, and IV
f in the ranges of 0.3 # b # 1.3,

nmyD $ 0.3, and VyD , 0.1. By regression analysis
of the obtained data the following approximate ex-
pressions were attained:

~IV
f!ppy~IV

a!pp < A
V

D
, 0.5 # A , 1.5, (12a)

~IV
f!ppy~IV

a!pp < Îb SVDD
2F11 SD

nm
D2GMb ucosCu, (12b)

~IV
a!ppy~IV

f!pp < 10. (12c)

The value of A in approximation ~12a! varies with
the ratio nmyD as is shown in Section 5, in which it is
investigated in detail. The magnitude of the disper-
sion component IV

f can amount to several percent of
the absorption component IV

a, e.g., if low pressure
Doppler-limited line shapes are measured, however,
since it appears in quadrature with IV

a @Eq. ~9!#, its
influence is reduced after phase-sensitive detection
that has been optimized for maximum signal ampli-
tude. However, a reduction significantly below 1%
of the heterodyne-detected signal might be difficult to
accomplish. For example, if V 5 20 MHz and D 5
500 MHz, i.e., a typical Doppler halfwidth in the near
IR, approximation ~12a! with A 5 1 is approximately
0.04. In this case, the optimum signal amplitude is
found at 2.5° phase shift relative to the quadrature
component ;cos~2pVt!, and a phase-sensitive de-
tected signal contains at least 0.2% contribution from
the dispersion. Furthermore, if the optimum ampli-
tude is found with 1% accuracy, the corresponding
phase adjustment is 68°, which may result in 0.7%
dispersion contribution after phase-sensitive detec-
tion. Accordingly, in accurate modeling of TTFMS
line shapes dispersion cannot be completely disre-
garded. The dispersion should be either considered
in the employed theory or estimated for the experi-
mental situation in order to specify the required
phase adjustment. On the other hand if VyD ,
0.005 the dispersion contribution that originates
from a phase adjustment uncertainty of 68° is
smaller than 1023, which is negligible.



The range of the ratioVyD in which the quadrature
dispersion component IV

f is smaller than 1023 of the
absorption component IV

a and is thus negligible can
be estimated by approximation ~12b!. For an
AM–FM index ratio ofMyb 5 0.1, which is quite large
for diode lasers, and with unfavorably chosen values
such as nmyD 5 0.3, b 5 1.3, andC 5 p, we attain the
requirement that VyD , 0.03. Thus, when we mea-
sure a line shape with a halfwidth of D 5 500 MHz,
the intermediate frequency should be constrained to
V , 15 MHz. For diode lasers, as is discussed in
Subsection 4.C, C is close to py2, and hence the
quadrature dispersion component IV

f is smaller,
abating the requirement for the ratio VyD.
Although the in-phase absorption component IV

a

is an order of magnitude larger than IV
f, its influ-

ence is reduced to a negligible level when the detec-
tion phase is adjusted for the quadrature component.
For the same parameter values that were used to
estimate IV

f above, a detection phase adjustment of
66° assures that IV

a is smaller than 1023.
As a result of the above analysis we can neglect the

absorption IV
a and dispersion IV

f components if
VyD , 0.03, which is easy to satisfy experimentally.
Then phase-sensitive detection of the time-varying
intensity described by Eq. ~9! produces

IV~u! > IV
a cos u 1 IV

f sin u, (13)

where u is the detection phase, i.e., the phase differ-
ence between the photodetected quadrature compo-
nent and the local oscillator reference.
It is interesting to know to what extent the approx-

imation n1 ' n2 ' nm is valid when it is applied in
calculations of the absorption component IV

a by Eq.
~10a!, which is then simplified to

IV
a > cε0E0

2 (
n,m

Re~rnrmrn11
* rm21

* !

3 exp$2a@nc 1 ~n 1 m!nm#%. (14)

This is the expression generally used in the literature
to calculate TTFMS line shapes. By comparing line
shapes generated by Eq. ~10a! and relation ~14!, re-
spectively, for various linewidths and modulation pa-
rameters we found that they differ by less than 1023

if

V

D
,

0.02
1 1 ~Dynm!2

. (15)

Thus, if the intermediate frequency V is chosen such
that it satisfies inequality ~15! for the recorded line
shape, the more simple relation ~14! can be used in
the modeling of the line shape. With a halfwidth of
D 5 500 MHz and nmyD 5 1, inequality ~15! can be
fulfilled when V , 5 MHz.
An illustrative way of writing relation ~14! is fea-

sible by setting k 5 n 1 m:

IV
a 5 cε0E0

2 (
k
Rk exp@2a~nc 1 knm!#, (16)
where

Rk~b,M, C! ; (
n
Re~rnrk2nrn11

* rk2n21
* ! (17)

is the amplitude of the kth sideband group. The
number of sideband groups to be accounted for in
calculating line shapes depends on the FM index and
the required modeling accuracy. The order of the
highest sideband group can be estimated from Fig. 2,
where the ratio of the first five sideband group am-
plitudes to the carrier group ~i.e., uRkuyuR0u! is plotted
as a function of the FM index b. For example, for b
5 1.0 we have uR3uyuR0u ' 0.02 and uR4uyuR0u ' 1023,
which implies that ~for b # 1! sideband groups with
higher than third order can be neglected.
Finally, it should be mentioned that the laser line-

width, which is not considered in our analysis, can be
included by means of a convolution.

B. Second-Order Nonlinear Distortion

Nonlinear distortion of a diode laser modulation re-
sponse may be caused by different factors such as
leakage current,45 gain suppression and spatial hole
burning,46 and the magnitude of the distortion varies
with modulation frequency and FM index.47 In a
detailed modeling of TTFMS line shapes the distor-
tion of the diode laser modulation response appears
as an asymmetry in the obtained residuals.
In the following analysis we ignore nonlinear dis-

tortion of the amplitude modulation response, since
M ,, b. Including second-order nonlinear distor-
tion, i.e., second harmonics and second-order inter-
modulation products, the time-dependent phase w~t!
imposed on the laser carrier frequency can be written
as

w~t! 5 b sin~2pn1t! 1 b sin~2pn2t! 1 z sin~4pn1t 1 q!

1 z sin~4pn2t 1 q! 1 z1 sin@2p~n1 1 n2!t 1 q1#

1 z2 sin@2p~n1 2 n2!t 1 q2#, (18)

where z and z6 are amplitudes, and q and q6 are
phase shifts of the harmonics and intermodulation

Fig. 2. Ratio of the first five sideband group amplitudes to the
carrier group amplitude versus the FM index b with M 5 0.
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products, respectively. With the previous assump-
tion that the close spacing of the modulation frequen-
cies n1 and n2 produces equal modulation parameters
of the laser field, we also assume that equal distortion
parameters are produced. By replacing the time-
dependent phase shift component in the electric field
in Eq. ~1! with w~t! in Eq. ~18! and also expanding the
nonlinear distortion components in terms of Bessel
functions, the resulting electric field can be written as

E~t! 5 E0 exp~i2pnct! (
n
rn exp~i2pnn1t! (

m
rm

3 exp~i2pmn2t! (
p521

1

Jp~z!exp@ip~4pn1t 1 q!#

3 (
q521

1

Jq~z!exp@iq~4pn2t 1 q!# (
r521

1

Jr~z
1!

3 exp$ir@2p~n1 1 n2!t 1 q1#% (
s521

1

Js~z
2!

3 exp$is@2p~n1 2 n2!t 1 q2#%. (19)

We assume that z, z6 ,, b, and since moderate FM
indices are normally used in TTFMS, Bessel func-
tions for the nonlinear distortion of higher than first
order can be neglected. Combining the summations
and approximating J0~z! ' J0~z

1! ' J0~z
2! ' 1 we

find

E~t! 5 E0 exp~i2pnct! (
n,m

@~rn 1 dn!~rm 1 dm! 1 dn,m
1

1 dn,m
2 #exp@i2p~nn1 1 mn2!t#, (20)

where

dn~b, z, q! ; Jn22~b!J1~z!exp~iq!

1 Jn12~b!J21~z!exp~2iq!, (21)

dn,m
6 ~b, z6, q6! ; Jn21~b!Jm71~b!J1~z

6!exp~iq6!

1 Jn11~b!Jm61~b!J21~z
6!exp~2iq6!

(22)

are due to the second-harmonic and second-order in-
termodulation distortion, respectively. By approxi-
mating ri~b, M, C! ' Ji~b! in all the products with
distortion components and neglecting the second-or-
der products dndm, Eq. ~20! simplifies to

E~t! 5 E0~t! (
n,m

~rnrm 1 An,m!exp@i2p~nn1 1 mn2!t#,

(23)

where

An,m ; Jm~b!dn 1 Jn~b!dm 1 dn,m
1 1 dn,m

2 . (24)

From Eq. ~23! An,m can be regarded as corrective
terms for field sideband amplitudes. Thus, second-
order nonlinear distortion can be introduced in the
former theory simply by interchanging rnrmwith rnrm
1 An,m. When we introduce nonlinear distortion
into Eq. ~10a! to characterize the intensity absorp-
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tion, the second-order product An,mAn11,m21
* is ne-

glected and again the approximation ri~b, M, C! '
Ji~b! is made for all the products with distortion com-
ponents. As a result, the following substitution can
be used in Eq. ~10a!:

rnrmrn11
* rm21

* 3 rnrmrn11
* rm21

*

1 Jn11~b!Jm21~b!An,m 1 Jn~b!Jm~b!An11,m21
* . (25)

When introducing nonlinear distortion in relation
~14! the simplified substitution

rnrmrn11
* rm21

* 3 rnrmrn11
* rm21

* 1 @Jn11~b!Jm21~b!

1 Jn21~b!Jm11~b!#An,m (26)

can be used.
Figures 3~a! and 3~b! illustrate the effect of second-

harmonic and second-order intermodulation distor-
tion, respectively, on a TTFMS line shape. Figure
3~a! is a nondistorted synthetic line shape calculated
by Eq. ~10a! with b 5 1.0, M 5 0, nm .. D, and with
V greatly exaggerated for illustration. Figure 3~b!
shows the differences between line shapes subjected
to second-harmonic and second-order intermodula-
tion distortion calculated using the substitution ~25!
and the nondistorted line shape, respectively. The
second-harmonic distortion is calculated for q 5 p
and z 5 0.02 ~z1, z2 5 0!. The intermodulation dis-

Fig. 3. ~a! Theoretical nondistorted TTFMS line shape calculated
for b 5 1.0 and M 5 0 and with the intermediate frequency V
chosen larger than the absorption linewidth for illustration. ~b!
Differences between distorted line shapes and the nondistorted
line shape in ~a! showing the effect of second-harmonic and second-
order intermodulation distortion at frequencies 2n1 ~and 2n2! and
n1 6 n2, respectively, calculated for z, z6 5 0.02 and q, q6 5 p.



tortion at frequency n1 1 n2 calculated for q1 5 p and
z1 5 0.02 ~z, z2 5 0! has a similar overall asymmet-
rical appearance as the second-harmonic distortion.
Since these two distortion components influence the
line shape similarly, it is rather cumbersome to dis-
criminate between them in practice. For q, q6 5 0
the curves in Fig. 3~b! are to be inverted with respect
to the zero line, and for q, q6 5 6py2 the distortion
does not perturb the line shape noticeably. The in-
termodulation distortion at frequency n1 2 n2
changes only the sideband intensity distribution
within a sideband group, and when V ,, D this type
of distortion has a minor influence on the line shape.
However, if narrow spectral features are recorded
with a large FM index b, it becomes directly observ-
able in the spectrum, as demonstrated in Fig. 4,
where a narrow-bandwidth Fabry–Perot resonance is
recorded with b 5 1.5, nm 5 570 MHz, and V 5 10.7
MHz. For this b a nondistorted TTFMS line shape
has approximately zero amplitude at the position of
the first-order sideband groups and the intermodula-
tion distortion at frequency n1 2 n2 becomes clearly
observable there.
It should be noted that nonlinear distortion that

may occur in the rf electronics prior to the diode laser
produce harmonics and intermodulation products of
the two modulating frequencies n1 and n2. If these
frequencies are not prevented from reaching the di-
ode laser they produce additional modulation of the
electric field, which is described in the same way as is
shown above for the distortion of the diode laser mod-
ulation response.

3. Modeling of Data

Different line profiles with varying accuracy and com-
plexity can be used in modeling the spectral distri-
bution of the absorbance a~n!.48 The simplest line
profiles are the Gaussian produced by Doppler broad-
ening under low-pressure conditions and the Lorent-
zian corresponding to collision-induced broadening
under high pressure. In high-resolution measure-
ments line shapes are oftenmodeled as Voigt profiles.
This profile is a convolution of Gaussian and Lorent-
zian profiles and approaches a Doppler profile at low
pressure and a Lorentzian at high pressure. How-

Fig. 4. Experimental TTFMS spectrum of a Fabry–Perot trans-
mission resonance recorded with nm 5 570 MHz and b ' 1.5. The
second-order intermodulation distortion at frequency n1 2 n2 is
clearly visible.
ever, the Voigt profile deviates from recorded line
shapes systematically, because of collisional ~Dicke!
narrowing,20 especially if the Doppler and collisional
broadening are comparable and the deviations are
typically around 1%.
Collisional narrowing of line shapes arises from the

reduction of the average displacement per unit time
of the absorbing molecule because of velocity chang-
ing collisions, which reduces the Doppler component
and changes its shape. Several refined models that
include the narrowing effect have been formulated
and by selecting one of these it is possible to extract
line parameters with high accuracy. When the pres-
sure-induced line shift and broadening are indepen-
dent of the velocity of the absorbingmolecule, the line
profile is symmetrical with respect to the shifted line
center. In this case the Galatry soft-collision pro-
file49 and the Rautian–Sobelman hard-collision pro-
file50 are appropriate. In the soft-collision model the
velocity of a molecule after a single collision is
strongly correlated with the velocity prior to the col-
lision, whereas the hard-collision model assumes a
Maxwellian velocity probability distribution after
each collision. Although the velocity changing colli-
sions in the two models are treated differently, the
resulting line profiles are similar.
The line-shape functions employed in this study

are normalized to the area =p and standardized ac-
cording to Herbert.51 A standardized line-shape
function is denoted K~x, y, z!, where x [ ~n 2 n0!ys,
y [ Gys, and z [ jys. Here, n 2 n0 is the frequency
separation from the ~possibly shifted! line center, s is
the Doppler halfwidth at 1ye intensity, G is the
Lorentzian halfwidth at half-maximum, and j is the
narrowing parameter. The dimensionless absor-
bance a~n 2 n0! can then be expressed in terms of a
standardized line profile as

a~n 2 n0! ; S
K~x, y, z!

s Îp
, (27)

where S is the integrated line intensity defined as
S [ S0PL, where S0 is the line strength, P is the
partial pressure of the absorbing gas, and L is the
absorption path length.
The line-shape functions K~x, y, z! used in our in-

vestigation are the Voigt

V~x, y! ;
y
p *

2`

` exp~2z2!

y2 1 ~x 2 z!2
dz 5 Re@w~x, y!#, (28)

the Rautian–Sobelman

R~x, y, z! ; ReF w~x, y 1 z!

1 2 Îp zw~x, y 1 z!G , (29)
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and the Galatry

G~x, y, z! ;
1

Îp
ReS*

0

`

dt expH2ixt 2 yt 1
1
2z2

3 @1 2 zt 2 exp~2zt!#JD ; (30)

w~x, y! is the complex probability function.52 The
standardized narrowing parameter is denoted z for
both the Galatry and Rautian–Sobelman profiles al-
though its physical content is somewhat different.
In the least-squares fitting procedure and when

generating synthetic line shapes one can calculate
the absorption component IV

a by Eq. (10a) or relation
~14! and the dispersion component IV

f by Eq. ~10b!.
For simplicity the dc offset cε0E0

2M2 that is due to the
AM can be eliminated in Eq. ~10a! and relation ~14!
by subtraction with the nonabsorbed signal ~a 5 0!.
The absorption of a sideband at frequency nc 1 nn1 1
mn2 can be computed according to

an,m ; S
K~x 1 nn̄1 1 mn̄2, y, z!

sÎp
, (31)

where n̄1 [ n1ys and n̄2 [ n2ys. When relation ~14!
is applied in the calculations we use the approxima-
tion nn̄1 1 mn̄2 > ~n 1 m!n̄m, where n̄m [ nmys.
Hence, the calculation of a TTFMS line shape re-
quires five modulation parameters b,M, C, n̄1, and n̄2
and five spectroscopic parameters S, y, z, n0, and s.
Normally, the 1ye Doppler halfwidth s and the mod-
ulation frequencies n̄1 and n̄2 ~or n̄m! are accurately
known, and in Subsection 4.C we show that setting C
5 py2 is generally a good approximation for the
AM–FM phase difference. Hence, the adjustable pa-
rameters to be considered in a least-squares fit are S,
y, z, n0, b, and M.
A Levenberg–Marquardt method53 is used for the

nonlinear least-squares fitting procedure. One can
calculate the real and imaginary parts of the complex
probability function w~x, y! using a routine by Hum-
licek.54 The Galatry profile can be calculated ac-
cording to Varghese and Hanson.48 One can
compute the Bessel functions using the recurrence
formula

Jn11~b! 5
2n
b
Jn~b! 2 Jn21~b!, (32)

and calculate rn by substituting Eq. ~32! into Eq. ~3!.
Furthermore, for C 5 py2 the calculation of Eq. ~3!
simplifies to

rn 5 Jn~b!S1 1 n
M
b D . (33)

The derivatives of the Bessel functions required in
the least-squares fitting procedure are calculated as

Jn9~b! 5 1⁄2 @Jn21~b! 2 Jn11~b!#. (34)
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The spectral fitting region is always carefully selected
to be larger than the line shape extent, so effects of a
limited fitting region are of no importance in this
study.
We use a Voigt line-shape function in the following

discussion unless otherwise stated. The Voigt
HWHM D can be estimated from the standardized
broadening parameter y used in the analysis by a
simple empirical expression given by Whiting55:

Dys 5 yy2 1 ~y2y4 1 ln 2!1y2, (35)

which is valid with a 1% relative error.

4. Effect of Modulation Parameters on Modeling
Accuracy

A. General Consideration

Since a TTFMS line shape varies strongly with the
modulation parameters, the uncertainty in a modu-
lation parameter propagates into the spectroscopic
parameters, and the magnitude of the contribution
depends on the modulation parameters and the ab-
sorption width. With regard to the relative value of
the modulation frequency nm and the absorption half-
width D, two regions of interest can be distinguished,
one is nmyD & 1, where the modulation parameters
are strongly correlated with the spectroscopic param-
eters, and one is nmyD .. 1, where sideband groups
are resolved and the correlations are small. Figure
5 is a comparison of line shapes calculated for nmyD 5
0.3, 1.0, 4.0 with y 5 1.0, b 5 1.0, and M 5 0. The
corresponding direct absorption line shape is also
shown. For nmyD .. 1 the absorption of a sideband
group directly displays the absorption line shape, and
it is possible to derive the FM and AM indices accu-
rately from the relative peak intensities of the re-
solved line-shape components, the linewidth from the
shape of any component, and the integrated intensity
from the overall signal amplitude provided the signal
is calibrated. However, in measurements of atmo-
spheric broadened lines halfwidths are typically a
few gigahertz, and since it is not simple to modulate
diode lasers with frequencies in the gigahertz range

Fig. 5. Comparison of TTFMS line shapes calculated for nmyD 5
0.3, 1.0, 4.0 with y 5 1.0, b 5 1.0, andM 5 0, and the correspond-
ing direct absorption line shape. The TTFMS line shapes are
normalized to the peak amplitude of the direct absorption line
shape.



most often nmyD & 1 is the experimental reality. For
this reason we emphasize this region in the following
numerical investigation.
Error analysis of parameters retrieved by a least-

squares fit to spectroscopic data is a complicated
task.56,57 In a straightforward approach, we inves-
tigated correlation errors by fixing one modulation
parameter ~b,M, or C! at a time to an incorrect value
in a least-squares fit to a synthetic noise-free line
shape and measuring the induced errors of the ad-
justed parameters. In a statistical approach the re-
trieval accuracy can be estimated by simulating noisy
spectra that are least-squares fitted with the param-
eters of interest adjusted.17 Although the straight-
forward approach allows a wide range of modulation
and line parameters to be studied efficiently by a
reasonable amount of calculations, the statistical
simulation is more suitable for analyzing a particular
set of parameters.
A general parameter error, i.e., a deliberately gen-

erated error of a fixed parameter or an induced error
of a retrieved parameter, is denoted da [ a 2 at,
where a is the parameter and the subscript t indi-
cates the true parameter value used in the synthe-
sized line shape. The relative parameter error is
denoted da [ ~a 2 at!yat. In the subsequent analy-
sis we use the subscript twhen there is the possibility
of confusion. Throughout this section synthetic line
shapes are calculated by relation ~14! with a Voigt
profile @Eq. ~28!#, and we often use the values y 5 1.0
~i.e., D 5 1.47s! and b 5 0.7, 1.0 as the most charac-
teristic.

B. Amplitude Modulation Index

Frequency modulation of diode lasers is always ac-
companied by residual amplitude modulation. The
AM-to-FM index ratioMyb is an intrinsic property of
a diode laser that depends on modulation frequency
and bias current.58 The residual amplitude modu-
lation causes a line shape asymmetry, which also
depends on the AM–FM phase difference. Since the
AM indexM and the AM–FM phase difference C are
closely connected in theory @Eq. ~3!#, it is cumbersome
to determine them independently in a least-squares
fit to experimental data. In a numerical approach,
however, we can investigate their individual influ-
ence on the line shape and retrieval accuracy.
Figure 6~a! is a comparison of two line shapes cal-

culated for M 5 0 and 0.03, with y 5 1, S 5 1 ~a.u.,
arbitrary unit!, b 5 0.7, C 5 py2, and n̄m 5 1.0.
Since the difference between the line shapes, the solid
curve in Fig. 6~b!, is asymmetric with respect to the
line center, the determination of the line center po-
sition n0 is influenced by an incorrect assignment of
the AM index. The dashed curve in Fig. 6~b! is the
residual obtained from a least-squares fit to the
asymmetric line shape using M 5 0 and with y, S,
and n0 adjustable. The characteristic signature of
this residual is an indicator of an incorrectly deter-
mined line center position n0 caused by an incorrect
assignment of the AM index M. The retrieved line
parameters are y 5 0.998 and S 5 0.996, and the
normalized error of the line center determination is
dn0ys 5 20.07. Although the line parameters y and
S are accurately determined, the line center position
deviates almost one tenth of the Doppler HWHM.
The AM index-induced relative errors in the stan-

dardized broadening parameter y and the integrated
line intensity S, denoted dyM and dSM, respectively,
and the induced line center error, denoted ~dn0!M,
were determined by least-squares fits to synthetic
line shapes using incorrectly fixed values of M and
with y, S, and n0 adjustable. The synthetic line
shapes were generated with different values of y, b,
M, C, and nm. By regression analysis of how dyM
and dSM vary with each of these parameters, the
following relations were found:

dyM > 23.8
D

nm
S1 1

1
yDSMb D2QM~dM, C!,

dSM > 1.5 Î D

nm
dyM ~0.3 , y , 3, 0.25 , nmyD , 4,

b , 1.3,M , 0.1!, (36)

where

QM~dM, C! ; @1 1 cos2~2C! 1 ~1 1 sin C!dM#dM,

(37)

which is valid for py4 # C # 3py4 and 21.5 , dM ,
1. For C 5 0, p Eq. ~37! is valid with opposite sign.
Relations ~36! were verified for 30% validity in the
specified ranges. All subsequent empirical expres-
sions that are presented specify errors with this ac-
curacy. It is interesting to note that both dyM and
dSM vary quadratically with the assignment error dM
and the AM–FM index ratio Myb. Figure 7 shows
dyM as a function of dM for different values of C used

Fig. 6. ~a! Comparison of TTFMS line shapes calculated for M 5
0 ~dashed curve! andM 5 0.03 ~solid curve! with y 5 1, b 5 0.7, C
5 py2, and n̄m 5 1.0. ~b! Difference ~solid curve! between the two
line shapes in ~a! and the residual ~dashed curve! obtained from a
least-squares fit using M 5 0 to the asymmetric line shape with
M 5 0.03. The scale is normalized to the TTFMS line-shape ~M 5
0.03! peak-to-peak amplitude.
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in the fits with S 5 1 ~a.u.!, y 5 1, b 5 1.0,M 5 0.05,
and n̄m 5 1. The obtained errors dSM differed only
by a scale factor according to relations ~36!. The
solid curves are calculations made by relations ~36!.
For all the values of C an underestimation of M pro-
duces more accurate line parameter values than a
corresponding overestimation, and since M 5 0
~dM 5 21! induces almost no correlation errors in
retrieving y and S for C 5 py2, this value is a good
starting value in a fit. For synthetic line shapes
calculated with C 5 py6 and 5py6, we found the
correlation between the AM index and the line pa-
rameters to be negligible ~Fig. 7!. If the actual
AM–FM phase difference C is unknown and the AM
index assignment error dM is moderate, boundaries
of the induced line parameter errors can be calculated
by relations ~36! for C 5 py2 and p, respectively.
For near-infrared diode lasers typically Myb , 0.05,
and the correlation errors will be smaller than those
estimated in Fig. 7.
The AM index-induced line center determination

error denoted ~dn0!M was found to vary linearly with
dM as

~dn0!M
s

> 0.6~1 1 y!
D

nm

M
b
sin CdM

~0.3 , y , 3, 0.25 , nmyD , 4, b , 1.3,

M , 0.1, 0 # C # p!. (38)

Here the AM–FM index ratio Myb appears as the
first power, and an AM index error dM influences the
line center position determination more strongly
than the determination of the broadening y and in-
tegrated line intensity S parameters as was demon-
strated above by the result of the fit to the
asymmetric line profile in Fig. 6~a!. ForC 5 0, p the
line shape is symmetrical and the determination of
the line center position n0 exhibits no correlation with
the AM index.
In a least-squares fit to experimental data the ac-

curacy of a determination of the AM index M as an
adjustable parameter is limited by the signal-to-noise
ratio ~SNR!. Since the line-shape asymmetry is pro-
portional to the AM index, an estimation of dM can be

Fig. 7. Induced relative broadening error dyM versus the relative
AM index error dM. The data were obtained from least-squares
fits to synthetic line shapes calculated for different C with y 5 1.0,
b 5 1.0,M 5 0.05, and n̄m 5 1.0. The solid curves are the induced
errors that were calculated by the expressions presented in the
text.
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made from the minimum detectable asymmetry and
then its contribution to the uncertainties of the mea-
sured line parameters can be calculated by relations
~36! and ~38! and Eq. ~37!.

C. AM–FM Phase Difference

In several studies with diode lasers the AM–FM
phase difference C was found to have a value of ;py2
for modulation frequencies below 750 MHz.59,60
However, considerable deviations from py2 have
been reported for nm , 100 MHz ~Ref. 61! and nm .
750 MHz.59 Also variations with the laser current
tuning have been observed.12 As already men-
tioned, in a least-squares fit to data it is difficult to
determine the AM–FM phase difference C indepen-
dent of AM index M. Hence a numerical investiga-
tion of how an incorrect assignment of C influences
the line shape and the line parameter retrieval is
important.
Figure 8 shows the difference between two line

shapes ~solid curve! calculated for M 5 0 and 0.03
with y 5 1, S 5 1 ~a.u.!, b 5 1.0, C 5 p, and n̄m 5 1.
This difference displays the effect of the residual am-
plitude modulation on the line shape from the imag-
inary part of rn in Eq. ~3! when the sideband
components are unresolved. Comparison with Fig.
6~b! shows the difference with the line shape plotted
for an AM–FM phase difference C 5 py2. The re-
sidual from a least-squares fit to the line shape cal-
culated for C 5 p and M 5 0.03, using C 5 py2 and
with S, y, n0, andM adjustable, is also shown in Fig.
8 ~dashed curve!. The retrieved line parameters are
y 5 0.99, S 5 0.98, n0 5 ~n0!t, andM 5 0. Residuals
from fits to line shapes with other values of the FM
index b and the AM indexM were also obtained, and
we observed that the magnitude of the residuals
scales with M2 and varies negligibly with b. From
Fig. 8 it can be estimated that, if M , 0.017, the
residual will be smaller than 1023 and thus in a
least-squares fit to experimental data its character-
istic signature will not be resolved, and C should be
constrained to a reasonable value.
Synthetic line shapes with the true AM–FM phase

difference Ct ranging from 0 to p, were generated
with various values of y, b,M, and nm and then fitted
using an incorrectly fixed C and with S, y, n0, andM

Fig. 8. Difference ~solid curve! between line shapes that were
calculated for M 5 0 and 0.03, respectively, with C 5 p, y 5 1.0,
b 5 1.0, M 5 0.03, and n̄m 5 1.0, and the residual ~dashed curve!
obtained from a least-squares fit using C 5 py2 to the line shape
calculated with C 5 p and M 5 0.03. The scale is normalized to
the TTFMS line-shape ~C 5 p! peak-to-peak amplitude.



adjustable. By analyzing how the relative errors
dyC and dSC induced by the AM–FM phase difference
vary with each of y, b, M, Ct, and nm, we found the
expressions

dyC > 2.1
D

nm
S1 1

1
yDSMb D2QC~C, Ct!,

dSC > 1.5 Î D

nm
dyC ~0.3 , y , 3, 0.25 , nmyD , 4,

b , 1.3,M , 0.1!, (39)

where

QC~C, Ct! ; Ssin Ct

sin CD2 2 1 ~py8 # C # 7py8!. (40)

The similarity of relations ~39! and ~36! demonstrates
the connection between the AM index M and the
AM–FM phase difference C in the theory. Figure 9
shows dyC as a function of Ct for different values of C
used in the least-squares fits and y 5 1, S 5 1 ~a.u.!,
b 5 1.0,M 5 0.05, n̄m 5 1. The obtained errors dSC

differed only by a scale factor according to relations
~39!. The solid curves are calculations by relations
~39!. Since the variation of the induced relative
broadening error dyC is minimal for C 5 py2, it is
advantageous to adopt this value when the actual
value of C is unknown. The systematic correlation
errors hereby introduced in the line parameter deter-
mination are always negative, and the error bound-
aries can be estimated by setting Ct 5 0 or p in
relations ~39!. Then the retrieved line parameter
values can be corrected by as much as half of the
corresponding error boundary. It should be noted
that the fitted values of the AM index M follow the
expected relation M sin C 5 Mt sin Ct, whereas the
determination of the line center position n0 is not
affected. Thus, we conclude that C 5 py2 is gener-
ally a good approximation for the AM–FM phase dif-
ference.

D. Frequency Modulation Index

The influence of the assignment of the FM index b on
the retrieval accuracy of the least-squares fitted pa-

Fig. 9. Induced relative broadening error dyC versus the AM–FM
phase difference Ct. The error dyC was obtained from least-
squares fits using differently fixed C to synthetic line shapes cal-
culated for different Ct with y 5 1.0, b 5 1.0, M 5 0.05, and n̄m 5
1.0. The solid curves represent the induced errors that were cal-
culated by the expressions presented in the text.
rameters varies with the choice of b and nmyD. In
the nmyD & 1 region in particular the FM index cor-
relates significantly with the broadening parameter y
and the integrated line intensity S. The FM index
was not found to correlate with n0, M, and C, and in
the following analysis we set M 5 0 for simplicity.
To evaluate the correlation-induced errors in the

line parameter retrieval as a function of nmyD, we
generated synthetic line shapes with nmyD ranging
from 0.1 to 10 ~y 5 1.0! and least-squares fitted them
using b 5 0.9bt ~i.e., db 5 20.1! with y and S adjust-
able. Figure 10 shows plots of the FM index-induced
relative line parameter errors denoted dyb, and dSb,
and the peak-to-peak amplitude Re of the residuals
normalized to the synthetic line shape peak-to-peak
amplitude versus nmyD, respectively, for b 5 0.7, 1.0,
1.3. Figure 10~a! shows that the largest broadening
error dyb occurs when the modulation frequency nm
matches the linewidth 2D of the absorbing feature
and that the induced error is strongly dependent on
the FM index. The largest induced integrated line
intensity error dSb occurs when the modulation fre-
quency matches the halfwidth D @Fig. 10~b!#. When
the modulation frequency is nearly the same as the
linewidth, dSb is independent of the FM index, and
for larger modulation frequencies dSb decreases with
increasing FM index. Note how the correlation er-
ror dSb for large b varies strongly with nmyD and for
small b approaches a constant value ~dashed line!.

Fig. 10. ~a! Induced relative broadening parameter error dyb, ~b!
induced relative integrated line intensity error dSb, ~c! amplitude
of the residuals Re as functions of nmyD. The data were obtained
from least-squares fits where db 5 20.1 to synthetic line shapes
calculated for b 5 0.7, 1.0, 1.3 with y 5 1.0 ~D 5 1.47s! andM 5 0.
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Figure 10~c! in turn can be regarded as the sensitivity
of the fitted line shape to an incorrect assignment db
of the FM index as a function of nmyD. This means
that, for a particular SNR, choosing a modulation
frequency for which nmyD . 2 the FM index can be
determined with approximately 1 order of magnitude
higher accuracy than in the nmyD # 1 region.
A conceptual understanding of the results pre-

sented in Fig. 10 can be acquired using Fig. 5, where
line shapes for nmyD 5 0.3, 1.0, 4.0 were illustrated.
For small values of nmyD the amplitudes scale with
nm without significant line-shape change. At modu-
lation frequencies nm comparable with the absorption
halfwidth D the absorption of individual sideband
groups becomes resolved. We resolved the sideband
components for high modulation frequencies, which
has the result that the line shape broadens propor-
tionally with nm without a change of amplitude. In
this region with resolved sideband groups, the mag-
nitude of the correlations in the least-squares fit be-
tween the FM index and the line parameters is
reduced.
Figure 11 shows a comparison of the residuals ob-

tained for nmyD 5 0.7, 1.0, 2.0 and b 5 1.0 with the
FM index error db chosen such that Re 5 1023. The
corresponding assignment error db of the FM index
and the induced line parameter errors dyb and dSb

are presented in the figure. The characteristic sig-
natures of these residuals can be used in the model-
ing of experimental data to trace an incorrectly
assigned FM index.
For a more general evaluation of how the FM in-

dex-induced line parameter errors dyb and dSb de-
pend on the choice of y, b, and nm, synthetic line
shapes were generated over a wide parameter range
and fitted again using an FM index fixed incorrectly
near the true value and with y and S adjustable. By
regression analysis of how dyb and dSb depend on
each y, b, and nm, expressions valid for nmyD . 0.1, b

Fig. 11. Residuals that were obtained from least-squares fits us-
ing incorrectly assigned FM indices to synthetic line shapes calcu-
lated for nmyD 5 0.7, 1.0, 2.0 with y 5 1.0, b 5 1.0, and M 5 0.
The scales are normalized to the corresponding line-shape peak-
to-peak amplitude ~Re 5 1023!. Above each plot is the corre-
sponding FM index error db and the induced errors dyb and dSb.
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, 1.4, and udbu , 0.3 could be formulated:

dyb > 2Qb
yS1 1

1
yDb2.5db, (41)

dSb > 2~2.2 1 Qb
Sb1.5!db, (42)

where the coefficients Qb
y and Qb

S depend on the
ratio of nmyD. Relation ~41! has the additional con-
dition of y . 0.1. In Fig. 12 we plotted the coeffi-
cients ~a! Qb

y and ~b! Qb
S as a function of nmyD. The

coefficient Qb
S is slightly dependent on the value of y

and is plotted for Gaussian ~y 5 0!, Voigt ~y 5 1.0!,
and Lorentzian ~y 5 `! line profiles. The FM index-
induced integrated line intensity error dSb depends
most on the line profile when the modulation fre-
quency nm coincides with the absorption halfwidth D.
For small values of b or nmyD, relation ~42! reduces to
dSb ' 22db. The relative broadening error dyb de-
pends strongly on the FM index b and always has
opposite sign with respect to the assignment error db.
For a known uncertainty of the FM index the induced
relative errors dyb and dSb can be estimated by rela-
tions ~41! and ~42! for different experimental config-
urations.
In contrast to the AM index and AM–FM phase

difference-induced line parameter errors, the FM in-
dex-induced errors dyb and dSb and magnitude Re of
the residuals are linearly proportional to the FM in-
dex assignment error db. Therefore, the data in Fig.
10 can be used to calculate the induced errors at an

Fig. 12. Coefficients ~a! Qb
y and ~b! Qb

S versus nmyD that were
used in the expressions presented in the text to calculate FM
index-induced errors in the retrieved broadening and integrated
line intensity parameters. The coefficient Qb

S was plotted for
Gaussian ~y 5 0!, Lorentzian ~y 5 `!, and Voigt ~y 5 1.0! profiles.



arbitrary magnitude Re of the residual. For a spec-
troscopic device with an instrumental distortion of a
particular magnitude ~or noise level! the numerically
calculated line parameter errors dyb and dSb can be
taken as error boundaries that are introduced in the
line-shape measurement. Figure 13 shows calcula-
tions of the induced line parameter errors ~a! dyb and
~b! dSb and ~c! the FM index error db as functions of
nmyD for Re 5 1023, which corresponds to the lowest
instrumental distortions currently achievable.
Since a sign assignment is normally not possible in
modeling experimental data, all the presented values
are positive. The largest correlation error in retriev-
ing the broadening parameter y occurs around nmyD

Fig. 13. ~a! Induced broadening error dyb, ~b! induced integrated
intensity error dSb, ~c! FM index error db as functions of nmyD
calculated for a magnitude of the residuals of 1023 from the data
presented in Fig. 10.
5 0.75. It is noteworthy that the FM index-induced
broadening error dyb for a specific magnitude of re-
sidual errors Re is independent of the value of b.
The correlation error dSb in retrieving the integrated
line intensity reduces with the FM index and nmyD,
and for some specially chosenmodulation parameters
it is zero, e.g., for b 5 1.3 and nmyD ' 4.7. The main
reduction of the FM index retrieval error db and the
induced line parameter errors dyb and dSb occurs in
the 0.8 , nmyD , 2 region. The experimental un-
certainty of a least-squares fitted FM index can be
estimated from Fig. 13~c! for an arbitrary value of b
and noise level by using the approximate relation
db } Reyb2.5, which was found by fits to line shapes
generated with different values of y and b. Then
the FM index-induced line parameter uncertainties
dyb and dSb can be calculated by relations ~41! and
~42!.
For spectra in which the SNR is limited by ran-

dom noise, e.g., laser source noise and detector shot
noise, the uncertainty of the retrieved parameters
can be estimated by statistical simulations.57
Multiple sets of random noise with a normal ~Gaus-
sian! distribution were generated and added to a
synthetic line shape calculated with y 5 1.0, nmyD 5
1.0, and b 5 1.0. In the least-squares fits y, S, and
b were adjustable, and the fitting region was 65D
with a total number of 150 data points. Fits with
the FM index b fixed to the true value were also
performed. The results are summarized in Table
1, where the standard deviations and systematic
errors ~bias! of the retrieved parameters are pre-
sented for SNR’s of 50, 100, and 400. Linear cor-
relation coefficients for the retrieved parameters
were calculated and are also presented. The re-
trieved parameters were not sensitive to their start-
ing values.
The results in Table 1 show that the standard de-

viations of the line parameters ~sy, sS! increase sig-
nificantly when the FM index b is released in the
least-squares fitting procedure. Again, a strong cor-
relation between the FM index and the line parame-
ters appears, which is also confirmed by the linear
correlation coefficients that indicate a nearly com-
plete negative correlation. Thus, the random noise
causes an error in the fitted FM index, which propa-
Table 1. Results from Least-Squares Fits to Synthetic Data with Random Noise

SNRa
Standard Deviation ~%! Systematic Error ~%! Correlation Coefficient Data

Setssy sS sb dy dS db Cy,b CS,b Cy,S

b Fitted
50 6 9 3.5 24 26 2 20.92 20.95 0.99 100
100 5 8 3.5 20.3 20.4 0.2 20.96 20.98 0.99 200
400 2.5 4 1.5 0.2 0.3 20.1 21.0 21.0 1.0 100

b Fixed to the True Value
50 2 2.5 — 21 21.4 — — — 0.98 50
100 1.5 2 — 20.8 20.6 — — — 0.98 50
400 1 1.5 — 20.3 20.4 — — — 0.98 50

aSNR is defined as the ratio of the line shape peak-to-peak amplitude to the noise rms value.
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gates into the retrieval of the line parameters.
These correlations are in agreement with the previ-
ous analysis, and the standard deviations of the re-
trieved parameters follow relations ~41! and ~42!.
The standard deviations obtained for a SNR of 400
correspond to the parameter errors of udybu 5 0.02,
udSbu 5 0.04, and udbu 5 0.015 estimated for the re-
sidual amplitude of 1023 from Figs. 11 and 13. Note
that the parameters retrieved from data with a SNR
of 50 show noticeable systematic errors, which should
be considered when modeling noisy line shapes.
Also, the systematic errors obtained satisfy relations
~41! and ~42!.

E. Optimum Choice of Modulation Frequency and FM
Index

As the previous analysis has shown, the choices of
FM index b and modulation frequency nm relative to
the absorption halfwidth D significantly influence the
retrieval accuracy of the line parameters. When one
optimizes the modulation parameters it is desirable
that the outcome involves small FM index-induced
line parameter errors as well as high sensitivity and
selectivity. This implies large line-shape amplitude
and narrow spectral extent. The least-squares fit-
ting results presented in Fig. 13 indicate that choices
of the FM index as large as possible and the modu-
lation frequency larger than the linewidth 2D yields
small correlation errors. However, the large spec-
tral interval occupied by the line shape at high mod-
ulation frequencies is a disadvantage because of the
wide tuning range required to record the line shape
and the possible overlap with other lines, e.g., in Fig.
5 the line shape calculated with nmyD 5 4 ranges over
x' 620, which is nearly 15 times the linewidth of the
absorbing feature. If the selectivity is crucial, a re-
duction of the modulation frequency below the ab-
sorption linewidth becomes advantageous, since the
TTFMS line-shape extent for moderate FM indices
will be even smaller than the extent of the corre-
sponding direct detected line shape. Figure 14
shows calculations of the TTFMS line-shape extent
Xe, defined as the standardized halfwidth at 0.01 of

Fig. 14. Line-shape extent Xe, defined as the standardized half-
width at 0.01 of the line-shape peak-to-peak value, as a function of
nmyD calculated for b 5 0.7, 1.0, 1.3 with y 5 1.0 andM 5 0. The
corresponding extent of the direct absorption line shape is indi-
cated by the horizontal dashed line.
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the line-shape peak-to-peak value, as a function of
nmyD for b 5 0.7, 1.0, 1.3 with y 5 1.0. The corre-
sponding extent of the direct absorption line shape is
indicated by a horizontal dashed line, and hence, for
nm & 2D, the extent of the TTFMS line shape is
smaller than for the direct detected absorption and it
is further reduced with a lower FM index.
The line-shape amplitude scales with the FM in-

dex. Figure 15 shows the line-shape peak-to-peak
amplitude calculated using relation ~14! for b 5 0.7,
1.0, 1.3 as a function of nmyD with y 5 1.0. For nmyD
. 2 we found that the line-shape amplitude maxi-
mizes at b 5 1.03, which is in agreement with Ref. 31.
Increasing the FM index further decreases the line-
shape amplitude and widens the spectral extent.
Moreover, at large FM indices the nonlinear distor-
tion of the laser modulation response may alter the
line shape significantly ~Fig. 4!.
In practice, the accessible range of the modulation

parameters can be determined by the capability of
the modulation scheme and spectrum of interest.
Nevertheless, a preferable choice is a modulation fre-
quency comparable with or larger than the linewidth,
provided that overlapping with other lines is avoided,
and an FM index of ;1. Then for a recorded line
shape with the selected experimental configuration,
the accuracy with which the FM index has to be
adjusted in the least-squares fit, in order to reduce
the induced correlation errors in the fitted line pa-
rameter to a desired uncertainty level, can be esti-
mated by relations ~41! and ~42!.
Since the accuracy in the assignment of the FM

index plays a key role in the retrieval of the line
parameters, it is advisable to measure it separately
and fix it in the least-squares fitting procedure. In
Ref. 43 we demonstrated a method with which the
FM index can be determined with improved accuracy.
The method was based on multiple fittings of three
spectra recorded with different unknown FM indices.
Again, if the resulting accuracy is known the induced
line parameter uncertainties can be estimated by re-
lations ~41! and ~42!.

5. Dispersion

As already discussed in Section 2, if the heterodyne
detection phase u is adjusted for the optimum signal,
there is a contribution from dispersion in the signal.

Fig. 15. TTFMS line-shape peak-to-peak amplitude versus nmyD
calculated for b 5 0.7, 1.0, 1.3 with y 5 1.0 and M 5 0.



Moreover, since a precise adjustment of the detection
phase in many cases is not simple to accomplish, it is
necessary to consider the dispersion component care-
fully.
To examine dispersion from a narrow width spec-

tral feature for which nmyD .. 1, we scanned the
laser wavelength through a Fabry–Perot resonance.
Figure 16 shows the experimental TTFMS line
shapes with the detection phase adjusted for an op-
timum signal ~u ' 180°! and with the detection phase
shifted approximately 90°. The line shapes were re-
corded with nm 5 570 MHz, V 5 10.8 MHz. Figure
16 also shows the corresponding theoretical line
shapes that we calculated by substituting Eqs. ~10a!
and ~10b! into relation ~13!with u 5 180° and u 5 88°,
respectively, and b 5 0.7 and M 5 0.01. The calcu-
lated line shapes agree well with the experimental
results although the Fabry–Perot transmission func-
tion for simplicity was calculated using a Voigt profile
and the approximation in Eq. ~8! is not appropriate.
The asymmetry of the line shapes originates from an
asymmetrical Fabry–Perot apparatus function that
is due to a misalignment to reduce optical feedback
into the diode laser. As seen, the dispersion compo-
nent is as large as 8% of the quadrature component
and caution is advisable when one measures narrow
line shapes. For demonstration, a calculated pure
dispersion line shape ~u 5 90°! is also shown in Fig.
16.
Since the TTFMS dispersion line shape is similar

to the second derivative of the absorption line shape
~quadrature!, we expect that the contribution of dis-
persion influences only the retrieval of the broaden-
ing parameter y. Figures 17~a! and 17~b! compare
the pure absorption and dispersion line shapes cal-
culated by Eqs. ~10a! and ~10b! for nmyD 5 1.47 using

Fig. 16. Comparison of experimental TTFMS spectra of a Fabry–
Perot transmission resonance recorded with phase-sensitive detec-
tion at u 5 180° and 88° and corresponding theoretical line shapes.
A dispersion line shape calculated for u 5 90° is also illustrated.
The diode laser was frequency modulated at 570 6 5.4 MHz with
b 5 0.7 and M 5 0.01.
a Voigt profile ~with y5 1, b 5 1.0,M5 0, n̄m 5 1, and
V 5 0.02s!. These line shapes were used to synthe-
size two line shapes according to relation ~13! with u
5 645°, both of which were least-squares fitted by a
pure absorption line shape ~u 5 0! with y, S, and b
adjustable. Although the retrieved integrated line
intensity S and the FM index b were not noticeably
affected, the dispersion-induced error in the broaden-
ing parameter was dyf 5 70.01 ~for u 5 645°!, and
although the dispersion was nearly 2% of the absorp-
tion the obtained residual was as small as Re ' 1024.
This means that it is not possible to detect a disper-
sion component in the heterodyne signal by a least-
squares fit to experimental data. Since it might
induce a significant error in the broadening parame-
ter retrieved, the detection phase should be adjusted
as accurately as possible to the absorption signal.
Numerical modeling was performed to evaluate

how the dispersion component IV
f varies with the

modulation parameters ~b, nm, V! and the width of
the spectral feature. The peak-to-peak values of the
pure dispersion and absorption components as func-
tions of b, V, and nmyD were determined using Eqs.
~10a! and ~10b!. Figure 18 shows plots of ~IV

f!ppy
~IV

a!pp normalized to VyD versus nmyD for Gaussian
~y 5 0!, Voigt ~y 5 1.0!, and Lorentzian ~y 5 `! line
profiles. For nmyD . 3, the normalized ratio is ;0.5,
and for nmyD , 3 it increases with decreasing nmyD
and is more dependent on the line profile. Addition-
ally, the ratio was found to be independent of the
value of b, and thus Fig. 18 can be used to estimate
the magnitude of a heterodyne-detected dispersion
component relative to the absorption for an arbitrary
experimental configuration.

6. Collisional Narrowing

One can often use a Voigt profile in modeling data
because of its computational simplicity. If the ex-

Fig. 17. Comparison of theoretical ~a! absorption and ~b! disper-
sion line shapes that were calculated using a Voigt profile with y 5
1, b 5 1.0, M 5 0, n̄m 5 1, and V 5 0.02s.
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perimental condition is such that collisional narrow-
ing is significant, a more elaborate line profile yields
line parameters with improved accuracy. For this
reason it is of interest to specify a characteristic sig-
nature in the residual from a least-squares fit to a
collisionally narrowed line shape when one uses a
Voigt profile.
Figure 19~a! shows a synthetic line shape that was

generated with a Galatry profile @with y 5 1, S 5 1
~a.u.!, z 5 1, b 5 0.7, M 5 0, and n̄m 5 1#, and the
residuals from least-squares fits to it when we used a
Voigt and a Rautian–Sobelman profile. The fitted
line parameters are y 5 0.65, S 5 0.76 for the Voigt
profile and y 5 0.97, S 5 0.985, z 5 0.75 for the
Rautian–Sobelman profile. Although the Rautian–
Sobelman profile fits the data to better than 0.2%, the
residual from the Voigt fit is approximately 6%.
Figure 19~b! shows the corresponding direct absorp-

Fig. 18. Ratio of the dispersion ~IV
f !pp and absorption ~IV

a!pp
intensity components normalized to VyD versus nmyD. The data
were obtained from synthetic TTFMS line shapes that were cal-
culated using Gaussian ~y 5 0!, Lorentzian ~y 5 `!, and Voigt ~y 5
1.0! profiles.

Fig. 19. ~a! TTFMS line shape calculated with a Galatry profile
~G! for y 5 1, z 5 1, b 5 0.7,M 5 0, and n̄m 5 1, and the residuals
that were obtained from a least-squares fit using Voigt ~V! and
Rautian–Sobelman ~R! profiles. ~b! Corresponding direct absorp-
tion line shape and residuals.
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tion line shape and the residuals that were obtained
with the same least-squares fitting procedure with
the same line parameters as above. The best-fit pa-
rameters are y 5 0.88, S 5 0.97 for the Voigt profile
and y 5 0.99, S 5 0.999, z 5 0.85 for the Rautian–
Sobelman profile. The characteristic signature and
the magnitude of the residuals agree with the result
presented in Ref. 48. Although the magnitudes of
the residuals from the least-squares fits to the
TTFMS and the direct absorption line shapes are
comparable, the parameters retrieved from TTFMS
line shapes show a larger variation with the choice of
line profile. Hence, if a Voigt profile is used in a
least-squares fit to a collisionally narrowed TTFMS
line shape, there might be significant systematic er-
rors in the retrieved line parameters. Since the dif-
ference between the Galatry and the Rautian–
Sobelman profiles in the fit is at a level that is
normally smaller than the experimental precision,
the choice between them is more a matter of conve-
nience.

7. Experimental Data

Figure 20~a! shows a spectrum of the oxygen R15Q16
line at 13,156 cm21, recorded with nm 5 585MHz and
V 5 10.7 MHz. The oxygen cell pressure was 200
Torr, giving a peak absorption of 4.7% and a HWHM
of D ' 650 MHz. The linearity of the data acquisi-
tion system was approximately 0.1%. The detection
phase was adjusted with a precision of 65°, and,
since Fig. 18 gives ~IV

f!pp ' 0.016~IV
a!pp, the hetero-

dyne-detected dispersion component is less than
1.4 3 1023 of the absorption component and is thus
negligible. The upper trace in Fig. 20~b! is the re-
sidual from a least-squares fit that was obtained us-

Fig. 20. Comparison of the results from least-squares fits to ex-
perimental data. ~a! TTFMS recording of the R15Q16 oxygen
transition at a total pressure of 200 Torr. ~b! Residuals from a fit
using Voigt ~V! and Rautian–Sobelman ~R! profiles. ~c! Residual
obtained when second-harmonic distortion is included in the
TTFMS theory. The curves are offset for clarity.



ing Eq. ~10a! with a Voigt profile and C 5 py2, which
provided the best-fit parameters y 5 0.62, S 5 1.0
~a.u.!, b 5 0.90, andM 5 0.0051. The characteristic
signature of the residual reveals the presence of col-
lisional narrowing @Fig. 19~a!#. The lower trace in
Fig. 20~b! is the residual from a Rautian–Sobelman
fit, which provided the best-fit parameters y 5 0.70,
S 5 1.07 ~a.u.!, and z 5 0.13, b 5 0.89, and M 5
0.0053.
The asymmetry of the residuals in Fig. 20~b! orig-

inates from nonlinear distortion of the diode laser
modulation response. We carefully checked to en-
sure that a signal distortion of this shape and mag-
nitude was not produced by the detection scheme.
Furthermore, since the oxygen self-shift is much
smaller than the self-broadening, the oxygen line
should be properly described by the employed sym-
metrical line profile.21 Figure 20~c! shows the resid-
uals from refits to the experimental data, for which
second-harmonic distortion was accounted for by in-
troducing substitution ~25! into Eq. ~10a! with q 5 p.
By fixing the distortion parameter z differently,
whereas the same parameters as in the previous fits
are adjustable, a best fit was obtained for z 5 0.015.
The Voigt fit now produces a symmetrical residual
and the residual from the collisionally narrowed line
profile is significantly reduced showing no clear char-
acteristic deviations. The retrieved line parameters
were not noticeably affected in this case with small
distortion, nevertheless, inclusion of nonlinear dis-
tortion in the theory greatly improves the fitting
quality and permits other discrepancies between
model and experiment to be observed.
The magnitude of the residual from the Rautian–

Sobelman fit in Fig. 20~c! is ;2 3 1023. From Fig.
13~c! we estimate that this magnitude yields an un-
certainty db ' 0.025 of the fitted FM index, and with
relations ~41! and ~42! we calculated the correspond-
ing line parameter uncertainties as dyb ' 0.03 and
dSb ' 0.07. To estimate the line parameter uncer-
tainties induced by the approximation C 5 py2, we
assume an unfavorable value of the true AM–FM
phase difference, such as Ct 5 7py8 for which the
true AM index is Mt 5 Mysin Ct ' 0.013; then with
relations ~39! and Eq. ~40! we obtain dyC ' 20.001
and dSC ' 20.0016. The uncertainty in the fitted
AM index M can be estimated from the ratio of the
residual amplitude and the line-shape asymmetry to
udMu ' 0.07, and with relations ~36! and Eq. ~37! we
calculated the AM index-induced uncertainties to be
approximately 2 orders of magnitude smaller than
the FM index-induced line parameter uncertainties.
Thus, the uncertainties induced by an incorrect as-
signment of the AM–FM phase difference C and the
AM index M are negligible in comparison with those
induced by the FM index b.

8. Conclusion

By accounting for dispersion and nonlinear distortion
of the frequency modulation response of diode lasers,
a TTFMS theory was derived that is applicable to
model line shapes over a wide range of modulation
and line parameters. By using a least-squares fit-
ting procedure to model numerically generated
TTFMS line shapes we evaluated and specified the
correlation of modulation and line parameters over a
wide range of parameters. From the acquired nu-
merical data we derived empirical expressions that
specify the errors in retrieving the broadening and
the integrated line intensity parameters that are due
to incorrect assignments of the modulation parame-
ters. Since the uncertainty in the assignment of the
FM index is the main source of correlation error in
retrieving these line parameters, it is strongly rec-
ommended that this parameter be assigned accu-
rately prior to a fit. The correlations of the AM
index and the AM–FM phase difference with the line
parameters are negligible unless the residual ampli-
tude modulation is large. An error in the assign-
ment of the AM index propagates mainly into the line
center position retrieval.
It was shown that, depending on the heterodyne

detection phase and the choice of detection frequency
relative to the measured linewidth, dispersion may
contribute significantly to a recorded line shape.
Since the dispersion contribution introduces an error
of the retrieved broadening parameter, careful ad-
justment of the heterodyne detection phase is neces-
sary. The nonlinear distortion of the modulation
response was shown to result in an asymmetrical
distortion of the line shape, which may be severe at
large FM indices or abnormal operation conditions of
the diode laser.
The least-squares fits to experimental TTFMS data

of a collisionally broadened oxygen line using Voigt
and Rautian–Sobelman line profiles confirmed the
validity of the numerical investigation. Systematic
discrepancies in the residual ~observed–calculated!
obtained from the fit using a Voigt profile displayed a
clear influence of collisional ~Dicke! narrowing that
was in good agreement with calculated residuals.
By refitting the data using a collisionally narrowed
Rautian–Sobelman profile and by correcting for the
second-harmonic distortion we demonstrated dis-
crepancies smaller than 2 3 1023. Although the re-
trieved parameters were not noticeably affected when
we accounted for the nonlinear distortion, this signif-
icantly improved the fitting quality.
This study has shown that, by an appropriate

choice of modulation parameters, accurate determi-
nation of line parameters of transitions recorded by
TTFMS is possible. This implies that accurate
quantitative measurements over a wide range of con-
centrations, temperatures, and pressures can be per-
formed with high sensitivity by TTFMS.
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